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Honor Among Christians David F. Watson David F. Watson brings a new perspective to the "messianic secret," relying not on the Christological concerns of 19th- and
20th-century theologians, but on recent insights into the role of honor and shame in ancient Mediterranean culture on the part of social scientists. Mark's portrayal of
Jesus simultaneously shows his ability to provide favors and benefits to others and his refusal to put himself forward or draw attention to himself as a benefactor, thereby
teaching that in God's kingdom it is not the great and powerful who are most highly regarded, but the humble.
Configuring Masculinity in Theory and Literary Practice 2015-05-27 Configuring Masculinity in Theory and Literary Practice combines a critical survey of the most
important concepts in Masculinity Studies with a historical overview of how masculinity has been constructed within British Literature and a special focus on
developments in the 20th and 21st centuries.
The Oxford Handbook of Christology Francesca Aran Murphy 2015 The Oxford Handbook of Christology brings together 40 authoritative essays considering the
theological study of the nature and role of Jesus Christ. This collection offers dynamic perspectives within the study of Christology and provides rigorous discussion of
inter-confessional theology, which would not have been possible even 60 years ago. The first of the seven parts considers Jesus Christ in the Bible. Rather than
focusing solely on the New Testament, this section begins with discussion of the modes of God's self-communication to us and suggests that Christ's most original
incarnation is in the language of the Hebrew Bible. The second section considers Patristics Christology. These essays explore the formation of the doctrines of the
person of Christ and the atonement between the First Council of Nicaea in 325 and the eve of the Second Council of Nicaea. The next section looks at Medieval
theology and tackles the development of the understanding of who Christ was and of his atoning work. The section on "Reformation and Christology" traces the path of
the Reformation from Luther to Bultmann. The fifth section tackles the new developments in thinking about Christ which have emerged in the modern and the
postmodern eras, and the sixth section explains how beliefs about Jesus have affected music, poetry, and the arts. The final part concludes by locating Christology
within systematic theology, asking how it relates to Christian belief as a whole. This comprehensive volume provides an invaluable resource and reference for scholars,
students, and general readers interested in the study of Christology.
Creating a Missional Culture JR Woodward 2013-09-20 Missiologist and church planter JR Woodward offers a blueprint for the missional church--not small adjustments
around the periphery of the infrastructure but a radical revisioning of how a church ought to look that entails changing how we think about leadership and what we expect
out of discipleship.
Philadelphia, Here I Come Brian Friel 2013-03-21 Fed up with the dreary round of life in Ballybeg, with his uncommunicative father and the humiliating job in his father's
grocery shop, with his frustrated love for Kathy Doogan who married a richer, more successful young man and with the total absence of prospect and opportunity in his
life at home, Gareth O'Donnell has accepted his aunt's invitation to come to Philadelphia. Now, on the eve of his departure, he is not happy to be leaving Ballybeg. With

this play Brian Friel made his reputation and it is now an acknowledged classic of modern drama.
Language at Large Alexandra Aikhenvald 2011-07-27 The volume brings together important essays on syntax and semantics by Aikhenvald and Dixon. It focusses on
topics in linguistic typology, the analysis of previously undescribed languages and issues in the grammar and lexicography of English.
A World of Indigenous Languages Teresa L. McCarty 2019-03-13 Spanning Indigenous settings in Africa, the Americas, Aotearoa/New Zealand, Australia, Central Asia
and the Nordic countries, this book examines the multifaceted language reclamation work underway by Indigenous peoples throughout the world. Exploring political,
historical, ideological, and pedagogical issues, the book foregrounds the decolonizing aims of contemporary Indigenous language movements inside and outside of
schools. Many authors explore language reclamation in their own communities. Together, the authors call for expanded discourses on language planning and policy that
embrace Indigenous ways of knowing and forefront grassroots language reclamation efforts as a force for Indigenous sovereignty, social justice, and self-determination.
This volume will be of interest to scholars, educators and students in applied linguistics, Ethnic/Indigenous Studies, education, second language acquisition, and
comparative-international education, and to a broader audience of language educators, revitalizers and policymakers.
Mountain ecosystem services and climate change Egan, Paul A. 2017-10-23
Transformation and Development Anja Mihr 2020-04-23 This open access book features various studies on democratization, transformation, political and economic
development, and security issues in the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) geographical region and beyond. Written by experts and
academics in the fields of human rights, security, transformation and development, particularly in post-soviet and communist countries, it examines the status quo of
regime development in various member states of the OSCE; their economic, security and human rights performance; institutional reforms and transformations and the
challenges that these countries and their societies face, including the USA, Canada, Germany, Macedonia, Russia, Turkey, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Mongolia. This
is the 2019 edition of this Compilation Series of the OSCE Academy. The OSCE works to promote Minority Protection, Security, Democratic Development and Human
Rights guided by the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR), and to enhance securitization and development policies in Eurasia, Europe, Central
Asia and North America. Since being founded in 1993, the OSCE and its agencies and departments have attracted a wealth of academic research in various fields and
disciplines, ranging from economic development and election monitoring to enhancing global principles of human rights and securitization. About the OSCE Academy in
Bishkek: Founded in 2004, the Academy offers post-Doc research fellowships and runs two Master Degrees, one in Economic Governance and Development and one in
Politics and Security in Central Asia. The Academy"s regular academic programs and conference contributes to developing human professional capital in the sectors of
particular importance for Central Asian states and societies. The Academy's graduates and visiting researchers contribute to economic development, governance and
policy-making in Central Asia and beyond the OSCE region. Website: http://www.osce-academy.net/en/about/
Meaning, Life and Culture Helen Bromhead 2020-12-17 This book is dedicated to Anna Wierzbicka, one of the most influential and innovative linguists of her generation.
Her work spans a number of disciplines, including anthropology, cultural psychology, cognitive science, philosophy and religious studies, as well as her home base of
linguistics. She is best known for the Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) approach to meaning—a versatile tool for exploring ‘big questions’ concerning the diversity
and universals of people’s experience in the world. In this volume, Anna Wierzbicka’s former students, old and current colleagues, ‘kindred spirits’ and ‘sparring partners’
engage with her ideas and diverse body of work. These authors cover topics from the grammar of action verbs to cross-cultural pragmatics, and over 30 languages from
around the world are represented. The chapters in Part 1 focus on the NSM approach and cover four themes: lexico-grammatical semantics, cultural keywords,
semantics of nouns, and emotion. In Part 2, the contributors connect with a meaning-based approach from their own intellectual perspectives, including syntax,
anthropology, cognitive linguistics and sociolinguistics. The deep humanistic perspective, wide-ranging themes and interdisciplinary nature of Wierzbicka’s research are
reflected in the contributions. The common thread running through all chapters is the primacy of meaning to the understanding of language and culture.
Language Edward Sapir 2014-03-20 A seminal 1921 work by the linguist Edward Sapir, outlining his influential ideas and hypotheses on language and its speakers.
Minimal English for a Global World Cliff Goddard 2017-10-03 This book introduces a new tool for improving communication and promoting clearer thinking in a world
where the use of Global English can create numerous comprehension and communication issues. Based on research findings from cross-linguistic semantics, it
contains essays and studies by leading experts exploring the value and application of ‘Minimal English’ in various fields, including ethics, health, human rights discourse,
education and international relations. In doing so, it provides informed guidelines and practical advice on how to communicate in clear and cross-translatable ways in
Minimal English. This innovative edited collection will appeal to students and scholars of applied linguistics, language education and translation studies.
UNESCO culture for development indicators UNESCO 2014-12-31
Entering the Fray T. Michael W. Halcomb 2012-08-02 In modern times the relationship between the church and academy has been strained and tension-filled.

Mainstream church culture has often been skeptical of Bible scholars, depicting them as self-serving intellectuals trying to out-think God by devising new and
controversial interpretations. Just as well, academics have often leveled harsh critiques against church culture, painting pastors and laity as anti-intellectual pseudospiritualists. Entering the Fray argues that, in spite of the wide gap between the academic and ecclesiastical worlds, the modern church should be aware of the key
discussions taking place among biblical scholars. To be sure, the average churchgoer has not been tuned in to scholarly conversations concerning matters such as the
Messianic Secret, Q, the Historical Jesus, the pistis Christou debate, and related topics. In fact, they may have purposefully tuned out! Some, however, are simply
unaware that any such dialogue has taken place, and beyond the internet, may not have the first clue as to how to explore the details. This primer seeks to function as
that "first clue" by helping congregants, pastors, and students of the Bible enter into the fray of scholarly discussions that, over the last few hundred years, have shaped
both the academy and church.
Contemporary Indian Writing in English between Global Fiction and Transmodern Historiography Christoph Senft 2016-01-18 Christoph Senft provides a set of rereadings of contemporary Indian narrative texts as decolonial and pluralistic approaches to the past and thus offers a comprehensive overview of the subcontinent’s
literary landscape in the 21st century.
Emotions in Crosslinguistic Perspective Jean Harkins 2001-01-01 This volume aims to enrich the current interdisciplinary theoretical discussion of human emo-tions by
presenting studies based on extensive linguistic data from a wide range of languages of the world. Each language-specific study gives detailed semantic descriptions of
the meanings of culturally salient emotion words and expressions, offering fascinating insights into people's emotional lives in diverse cultures including Amharic,
Chinese, German, Japanese, Lao, Malay, Mbula, Polish and Russian. The book is unique in its emphasis on empirical language data, analyzed in a framework free of
ethnocentrism and not dependent upon English emotion terms, but relying instead on independently established conceptual universals. Students of languages and
cultures, psychology and cognition will find this volume a rich resource of description and analysis of emotional meanings in cultural context.
Identity Development in the Lifecourse Mariann Märtsin 2019-11-21 This book offers a unique developmental perspective on identity construction in the context of
mobility and transition to adulthood. Drawing upon semiotic cultural psychology, it embeds identity construction into the processes of meaning making; viewing identity
as a field of hyper-generalised signs that are constantly reconstructed through encounters with social others in cultural worlds, and which allow individuals to make
sense of themselves in relation to their lived pasts, experienced presents and imagined futures. Märtsin invites the reader to travel with eight young adults as they
embark on their developmental journeys and seek to make sense of issues that matter most to them: home, adventure and belonging, friendships, recognition, and
future-planning. The book is an invaluable resource for students and researchers interested in understanding the experiences of emerging adults in contemporary
globalized world, but also for those interested in identity processes from a semiotic, cultural and developmental perspective.
The Routledge Handbook of Language and Culture Farzad Sharifian 2014-12-17 The Routledge Handbook of Language and Culture presents the first comprehensive
survey of research on the relationship between language and culture. It provides readers with a clear and accessible introduction to both interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary studies of language and culture, and addresses key issues of language and culturally based linguistic research from a variety of perspectives and
theoretical frameworks. This Handbook features thirty-three newly commissioned chapters which cover key areas such as cognitive psychology, cognitive linguistics,
cognitive anthropology, linguistic anthropology, cultural anthropology, and sociolinguistics offer insights into the historical development, contemporary theory, research,
and practice of each topic, and explore the potential future directions of the field show readers how language and culture research can be of practical benefit to applied
areas of research and practice, such as intercultural communication and second language teaching and learning. Written by a group of prominent scholars from around
the globe, The Routledge Handbook of Language and Culture provides a vital resource for scholars and students working in this area.
Italian Discourse Gian Marco Farese 2019-11-15 Using the Natural Semantic Metalanguage methodology, Gian Marco Farese presents a comprehensive analysis of the
most important Italian cultural keywords and cultural scripts that foreign learners and cultural outsiders need to know to become linguistically and culturally proficient in
Italian. Farese focuses on the words and speech practices that are used most frequently in Italian discourse and that are uniquely Italian: both untranslatable into other
languages and reflective of salient aspects of Italian culture and society. Italian Discourse: A Cultural Semantic Analysis sheds light on ways in which the Italian
language is related to Italians’ character, values, and way of thinking, and it does so in contrastive perspective with English. Each chapter focuses on a cultural keyword,
tracing the term through novels, plays, poems, and songs. Italian Discourse will be an important resource for anyone interested in Italian studies and Italian linguistics,
as well as in semantics, cultural studies, linguistic anthropology, cognitive linguistics, intercultural communication, and translation.
Globalization and Development Nezameddin Faghih 2019-04-29 Over time, globalization has evolved into a shared journey of humanity, involving entrepreneurship,
innovation, business and policy advances around the world. This book explores the link between globalization and development, and reveals the dynamics, strengths

and weaknesses, trends in and implications of globalization in Asia and Africa. Presenting papers by respected experts in the field, it shares essential insights into the
status quo of globalization processes and structures, identifies the opportunities and threats that globalization faces, and sheds light on the path to global peace. Topics
range from using fair-trade practices to compensate for the impacts of globalization; to lessons learned for tomorrow from Tunisia, Morocco and Jordan; as well as
emergent topics such as global entrepreneurship capacity and developing the Chinese economy overseas.
Experience, Evidence, and Sense Anna Wierzbicka 2010 "Focusing on a handful of English words whose meaning seems obvious to native speakers, and using a
brand of semantic analysis accessible to any intelligent lay person, Anna Wierzbicka reveals the empiricist worldview embedded in the English lexicon and shows how
mystify-ingly foreign English can thus be to foreigners. As an exploration in historical semantics, Wierzbicka's new book deserves a place beside Raymond Williams's
Keywords."---J. M. Coetzee, University of Adelaide, Nobel Laureate in Literature -The Elgar Companion to Recent Economic Methodology J. B. Davis 2011-01-01 Economic methodology has traditionally been associated with logical positivism in the
vein of Milton Friedman, Karl Popper, Imre Lakatos and Thomas Kuhn. However, the emergence and proliferation of new research programs in economics have
stimulated many novel developments in economic methodology. This impressive Companion critically examines these advances in methodological thinking, particularly
those that are associated with the new research programs which challenge standard economic methodology. Bringing together a collection of leading contributors to this
new methodological thinking, the authors explain how it differs from the past and point towards further concerns and future issues. The recent research programs
explored include behavioral and experimental economics, neuroeconomics, new welfare theory, happiness and subjective well-being research, geographical economics,
complexity and computational economics, agent-based modeling, evolutionary thinking, macroeconomics and Keynesianism after the crisis, and new thinking about the
status of the economics profession and the role of the media in economics. This important compendium will prove invaluable for researchers and postgraduate students
of economic methodology and the philosophy of economics. Practitioners in the vanguard of new economic thinking will also find plenty of useful information in this pathbreaking book.
Peace Child Don Richardson 2005-08-08 From Cannibals to Christ-Followers--A True Story In 1962, Don and Carol Richardson risked their lives to share the gospel
with the Sawi people of New Guinea. Peace Child tells their unforgettable story of living among these headhunters and cannibals, who valued treachery through
fattening victims with friendship before the slaughter. God gave Don and Carol the key to the Sawi hearts via a redemptive analogy from their own mythology. The
"peace child" became the secret to unlocking a value system that had existed through generations. This analogy became a stepping-stone by which the gospel came
into the Sawi culture and started both a spiritual and a social revolution from within. With an epilogue updating how the gospel has impacted the Sawi people, this
missionary classic will inspire a new generation of readers who need to hear this remarkable story and the lessons it teaches us about communicating Christ in a
meaningful way to those around us.
English Anna Wierzbicka 2006-04-27 It is widely accepted that English is the first truly global language and lingua franca. Anna Wierzbicka, the distinguished linguist
known for her theories of semantics, has written the first book that connects the English language with what she terms "Anglo" culture. Wierzbicka points out that
language and culture are not just interconnected, but inseparable. She uses original research to investigate the "universe of meaning" within the English language (both
grammar and vocabulary) and places it in historical and geographical perspective. This engrossing and fascinating work of scholarship should appeal not only to
linguists and others concerned with language and culture, but the large group of scholars studying English and English as a second language.
Partnering for Organizational Performance Elizabeth Kathleen Briody 2008 Partnering for Organizational Performance explores the concepts and practices associated
with the new, global reach of professional collaboration. Applied anthropologists Briody and Trotter bring together an array of key practitioners and academics whose
work demystifies the dynamics and life-cycles of partnerships. The contributors offer in-depth analyses of cases that involve a variety of partners from the private, public,
and non-profit sectors.
Cognitive Exploration of Language and Linguistics René Dirven 2004-06-30 Cognitive Exploration of Language and Linguistics is designed as a comprehensive
introductory text for first and second-year university students of language and linguistics. It provides a chapter on each of the more established areas in linguistics such
as lexicology, morphology, syntax, phonetics and phonology, historical linguistics, and language typology and on some of the newer areas such as cross-cultural
semantics, pragmatics, text linguistics and contrastive linguistics. In each of these areas language is explored as part of a cognitive system comprising perception,
emotion, categorisation, abstraction processes, and reasoning. All these cognitive abilities may interact with language and be influenced by language. Thus the study of
language in a sense becomes the study of the way we express and exchange ideas and thoughts. This Second Revised Edition is corrected, updated and expanded.
Cognitive Exploration of Language and Linguistics is clearly presented and organized after having been tested in several courses in various countries. Includes

exercises (solutions to be found on the Internet).
Words and Meanings Cliff Goddard 2014 This book presents cross-linguistic and cross-cultural investigations of word meaning from different domains of the lexicon concrete, abstract, physical, sensory, emotional, and social. The words they consider are complex, culturally important, and basic, in a range of languages that includes
English, Russian, Polish, French, Warlpiri and Malay.
The Cultural Dimension of Global Business (1-download) Gary Ferraro 2015-07-22 Demonstrates how the theory and insights of cultural anthropology can positively
influence the conduct of global business. The Cultural Dimension of Global Business provides a foundation for understanding the impact of culture on global business
and global business on culture. Learning Goals Upon completing this book readers will be able to: Understand the interaction between global business and culture
Discuss comparative values and cultural differences Recognize the importance of understanding nonverbal communication patterns prevalent in the international
business arena Be familiar with three functional processes critical to success in conducting global business: negotiating, partnering, and managing Identify strategies for
coping with culture shock
Semantic Primes and Universal Grammar Bert Peeters 2006-01-01 This volume is part of a research program which started with the publication, in 1972, of Anna
Wierzbicka's groundbreaking work on Semantic Primitives. The first within the program to focus on a number of typologically similar languages, it proposes a French,
Spanish, Portuguese and Italian version of the Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) elaborated over the years by Wierzbicka and colleagues. Repetition is avoided
through teamwork: a number of authors working on the languages under examination have had equal input in a set of five papers dealing with distinct parts of the
metalanguage. Some of the findings presented here invite us to have a fresh look at what has already been achieved, and to amend some of the working hypotheses of
the NSM approach accordingly. The volume also contains six case studies (on Italian sfogarsi, Portuguese saudades, Spanish crisis, French certes, Spanish
expressions of sincerity and Italian and Spanish diminutives, respectively).
Jews and Muslims Made Visible in Christian Iberia and Beyond, 14th to 18th Centuries 2019-05-06 This volume aims to show through various case studies how the
interrelations between Jews, Muslims and Christians in Iberia were negotiated in the field of images, objects and architecture during the Later Middle Ages and Early
Modernity.
Exploring Intercultural Communication Zhu Hua 2018-07-17 Exploring Intercultural Communication investigates the role of language in intercultural communication,
paying particular attention to the interplay between cultural diversity and language practice. This second edition increases and updates the coverage on emerging key
topics, including symbolic power, communicative turbulence, conversational inequality, stereotypes, racism, Nationality and Ethnicity talk and the impact and role of
technology in intercultural communication. Including global examples from a range of genres, this book is an indispensable resource for students taking language and
intercultural communication modules within applied linguistics, TESOL, education or communication studies courses.
Ten Lectures on Natural Semantic MetaLanguage Cliff Goddard 2018-03-20 These lively lectures introduce the theory, practice and application of a versatile, rigorous
and non Anglocentic approach to cross-linguistic semantics. Topics include semantic primes and molecules, emotions, evaluation, verbs and event structure, cultural
key words and scripts, language teaching.
Cultural Keywords in Discourse Carsten Levisen 2017-10-15 Cultural keywords are words around which whole discourses are organised. They are culturally revealing,
difficult to translate and semantically diverse. They capture how speakers have paid attention to the worlds they live in and embody socially recognised ways of thinking
and feeling. The book contributes to a global turn in cultural keyword studies by exploring keywords from discourse communities in Australia, Brazil, Hong Kong, Japan,
Melanesia, Mexico and Scandinavia. Providing new case studies, the volume showcases the diversity of ways in which cultural logics form and shape discourse. The
Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) approach is used as a unifying framework for the studies. This approach offers an attractive methodology for doing explorative
discourse analysis on emic and culturally-sensitive grounds. Cultural Keywords in Discourse will be of interest to researchers and students of semantics, pragmatics,
cultural discourse studies, linguistic ethnography and intercultural communication.
Isaiah Among The Ancient Near Eastern Prophets Matthijs J. De Jong 2007 Offering a comparison between the earliest parts of the book of Isaiah and the Assyrian
prophecies, this book maintains that ancient Israelite prophecy, of which Isaiah was an exponent, was much in conformity with ancient Near Eastern prophecy in general.
Keywords for American Cultural Studies, Second Edition Bruce Burgett 2014-12-19 Since its initial publication, scholars and students alike have turned to Keywords for
American Cultural Studies as an invaluable resource for understanding key terms and debates in the fields of American studies and cultural studies. As scholarship has
continued to evolve, this revised and expanded second edition offers indispensable meditations on new and developing concepts used in American studies, cultural
studies, and beyond. It is equally useful for college students who are trying to understand what their teachers are talking about, for general readers who want to know

what’s new in scholarly research, and for professors who just want to keep up. Designed as a print-digital hybrid publication, Keywords collects more than 90
essays—30 of which are new to this edition—from interdisciplinary scholars, each on a single term such as “America,” “culture,” “law,” and “religion.” Alongside
“community,” “prison,” "queer," “region,” and many others, these words are the nodal points in many of today’s most dynamic and vexed discussions of political and
social life, both inside and outside of the academy. The Keywords website, which features 33 essays, provides pedagogical tools that engage the entirety of the book,
both in print and online. The publication brings together essays by scholars working in literary studies and political economy, cultural anthropology and ethnic studies,
African American history and performance studies, gender studies and political theory. Some entries are explicitly argumentative; others are more descriptive. All are
clear, challenging, and critically engaged. As a whole, Keywords for American Cultural Studies provides an accessible A to Z survey of prevailing academic buzzwords
and a flexible tool for carving out new areas of inquiry. Visit keywords.nyupress.org for online essays, teaching resources, and more.
Speaking of Emotions Angeliki Athanasiadou 1998-01-01
Ethnography, Superdiversity and Linguistic Landscapes Dr. Jan Blommaert 2013-08-21 Superdiversity has rendered familiar places, groups and practices extraordinarily
complex, and the traditional tools of analysis need rethinking. In this book, Jan Blommaert investigates his own neighbourhood in Antwerp, Belgium, from a complexity
perspective. Using an innovative approach to linguistic landscaping, he demonstrates how multilingual signs can be read as chronicles documenting the complex
histories of a place. The book can be read in many ways: as a theoretical and methodological contribution to the study of linguistic landscape; as one of the first
monographs which addresses the sociolinguistics of superdiversity; or as a revision of some of the fundamental assumptions of social science through the use of chaos
and complexity theory as an inspiration for understanding the structures of contemporary social life.
Experimental Techniques in Plant Disease Epidemiology Jürgen Kranz 2012-12-06 Most books on epidemiology have treated the subject from a statistical,
mathematical or computer applicational point of view. However, experiments must be performed first to provide the data for models which in turn can then be proven by
further experimentation. This mutual interplay of theory and empirics gives epidemiology its scientific thrust and charm. This book provides a choice of methods for
varying applications and objectives, covering all important aspects for the designing of experiments. Furthermore, the reader is supplied with solutions to his
experimental problems and many "tricks of the trade". The newcomer to the field will also profit by this methodology guide.
Jewish-Christian Relations Abel Mordechai Bibliowicz 2019-03-01 "I am in fundamental agreement with Bibliowicz's thesis (that the anti-Jewish polemic in the New
Testament reflects debates between Jewish and Gentile followers of Jesus - not a polemic between Christians and Jews), and with the implications which he has drawn
for Christian theology... May this book find a wide readership among people devoted to the cause of the healing of memories between Jews and Christians." —Peter C.
Phan, Professor. Chair of Catholic Social Thought, Georgetown University; President of the Catholic Theological Society of America ‘Standing on a brilliant and insightful
reconstruction of Paul, and on a quite shocking (but perhaps compelling) reading of Mark—the author offers a number of original and, in some cases, quite compelling
theoretical reconstructions of the context and purposes of early Christian texts... a work of sublime moral passion.’ —David P. Gushee, Distinguished University
Professor of Christian Ethics and Director, Center for Theology and Public Life, Mercer University. President-elect American Academy of Religion. Author of Kingdom
Ethics: Following Jesus in Contemporary Context ‘An intrepid excursion into the Christian discourse... The quest of an intellectual, a humanist... Interesting and, in fact
overwhelming... A timely and honest engagement of the Christian texts, authors, and scholars by a Jewish intellectual.’ —Burton L. Mack, – Professor of Early
Christianity, Claremont School of Theology, California; author of A Myth of Innocence: Mark and Christian Origins “There is great merit to Bibliowicz's approach... I highly
recommend this book for anyone interested in the Jewish-Christian dialogue.... Scholars may disagree with a number of Bibliowicz' conclusions, as I do with his
interpretation of the Epistle to the Hebrews. But even in disagreeing, scholars in the field of Jewish-Christian studies, will learn new ways of challenging and thinking
about old presumptions." —Eugene J. Fisher, Distinguished Professor of Theology, Saint Leo University. Former staff person for Catholic-Jewish relations for the U.S.
Conference of Catholic Bishops, Consultor to the Vatican Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews, member of the International Catholic-Jewish Liaison
Committee representing the Holy See. ‘An important work... Sensitive and deeply researched... In the deepest sense, a profound theological work.’ —Clark M.
Williamson, Professor. Christian Theological Seminary, Indiana; author of Way of Blessing, Way of Life: A Christian Theology ‘I very much appreciated the depth and
scope of the scholarship, accompanied by the kind and humble spirit of the author…it may also prove to be one of the formidable and formative scholarly contributions of
the decade for both biblical and historical scholars. ‘ —Michael Thompson, Professor. Religious Studies – Oklahoma State University ‘In methodical and precise fashion
Bibliowicz takes the reader through the relevant ancient Christian texts bearing on the question at hand. In so doing, he proposes an intriguing, compelling thesis. The
book should prove to be a major voice in the ongoing debate.’ —Brooks Schramm, Professor of Biblical Studies, Lutheran Theological Seminary ‘Impressive work... With
this impassioned study available to us, it will no longer be possible for us to ignore the unintended ways the unthinkable came to be and still say ‘we did not know.’’

—Didier Pollefeyt, Professor. Faculty of Theology and Religious Studies, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven Belgium; coauthor of Anti-Judaism and the Fourth Gospel and
Paul and Judaism ‘An original and plausible claim that goes beyond most of modern scholarship... a solid contribution to the study of anti-Judaism in early Christianity.’
—Joseph B. Tyson, Professor. Religious Studies, Southern Methodist University; author of Marcion and Luke-Acts: A Defining Struggle ‘Well-researched and thorough.
Intelligent and thoughtful... accessible, the argumentation compelling.’ —Michele Murray, Professor. Bishop’s University, Canada; author of Playing a Jewish Game:
Gentile Christian Judaizing in the First and Second Centuries C.E. ‘A detailed and insightful exploration of the writings of the early Jesus movement... argues
convincingly that the origins of Christian anti-Judaism are to be found among early non-Jewish followers of Jesus who were in conflict with Jesus’s disciples and first
followers... a must read.’ —Tim Hegedus, Professor of New Testament, Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada ‘Bibliowicz uses solid
scholarship to engage large and difficult topics while managing to be balanced and clear... invites Christians to walk a deep journey toward truth... and suggests a
compelling nuance that the conflicts in the early texts were between Jewish and Gentile followers of Jesus, not between Jews and Christians.’ —David L. Coppola,
Executive Director, Center for Christian-Jewish Understanding, Sacred Heart University ‘A meticulous study... a mammoth endeavor... goes beyond others in his
interpretation of the evidence, tracing and documenting distinctions and tensions in the early Jesus movement.’ —N. A. Beck, Professor of Theology and Classical
Languages, Texas Lutheran University; author of Mature Christianity in the 21st Century: The Recognition and Repudiation of the Anti-Jewish Polemic of the New
Testament ‘The topics Bibliowicz engages are complex. Although some of his interpretations are controversial... Gentile Christians should set aside apologetical
agendas and honestly ponder the challenges put forward by the author.’ —Dale C. Allison, Jr. Professor of New Testament, Princeton Theological Seminary; author of
Constructing Jesus: History, Memory, and Imagination
The Oxford Handbook Public Accountability M. A. P. Bovens 2014-04 Drawing on the best scholars in the field from around the world, The Oxford Handbook of Public
Accountability showcases conceptual and normative as well as the empirical approaches in public accountability studies.
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